performing useful tasks in unstructured indoor environments. We have developed novel highdimensional planning and manipulation algorithms for generating smooth trajectories for an 11 degree-of-freedom robotic arm and new navigation algorithms for a Segway robotic platform operating in cluttered, dynamic spaces.
The second project is Carnegie Mellon's collaborative entry into the Urban Grand Challenge, an autonomous robotic race in which the vehicles have to abide by traffic rules while navigating on roads, through intersections, and parking in parking lots. I am the planning lead for our entry and manage and work with a team of world-class researchers. I also led a software team in developing an autonomous mine mapping robot at CMU in 2003. The team deployed the robot into an unknown, abandoned mine, where it autonomously traversed and mapped over 300 meters. We are currently extending the system to perform extensive exploration and mapping of highly cyclic mine environments.
Carnegie
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-2002
Epistemic Logic and Automated Theorem Proving. With adviser Willem Labuschagne, I developed a system of epistemic logic that models a hierarchy of agent information, from tentative beliefs to knowledge. The system provided a more expressive framework for reasoning about an agent's information.
Research Assistantship, Computer Science Department, University of Otago
-2001
Robotic Mapping. With adviser Margaret Jefferies, I created usable environment models from rough sensory data acquired by an autonomous indoor robot. Our cognitive theory-based approach offered a competitive alternative to existing mapping algorithms.
